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omi began to study the alchemy tips given to him by the Green King.

omi’s entire body sank into this, it really was top secret, it was too valuable, omi felt that his alchemy
level, was going to start to leap.

Tian Xiang also started to get on track, continuing to study alchemy every day, she couldn’t desert
herself, or she would soon be left behind by omi.

In the blink of an eye, ten days passed.

One morning after ten days, Star Luo’s servant suddenly came looking for omi.

“Duke Zhou, Duke Zhou.”That servant of Star Luo was very anxious.

“What’s the matter looking for me?”omi was confused, even if Xing Luo was looking for him, this
servant didn’t need to be in such a hurry.

“Mr. Zhou, you should go to Miss Xing Luo’s place, something has happened.”

“What’s happened, this is the Xing Luo family.”

“One of Xing Luo’s suitors came to the door and sent a lot of flowers, in the past, this person also used
to send flowers to Miss, but, in the past, Miss politely refused, but it was fine, but this time, Miss didn’t
know why, especially resented that person chasing him, so she said a few bad words, then, something
happened, that person couldn’t chase after him for a long time, and started to be rude to Miss.”

“Let’s talk as we go.” First published at m.kanshu8.net

“Good.”

“Who’s Chasing Starro?And still dare to be bold in the Star Clan.”omi asked.

“It’s a man named Zhuge Sun, that Zhuge Sun, is also a pre-Mortal Immortal, and, the second ranked
pre-Mortal Immortal, he’s been chasing Star Luo for a long time, of course, Star Luo has many suitors,
not only Zhuge Sun, pre-Mortal Immortal ranked first, second, fifth, seventh, ninth, in short, almost all
the top twenty men, are chasing Miss Star Luo.However, out of all these suitors, this Zhuge Sun
pursues the most diligently and sends flowers the most frequently.”

“Zhuge Sun, he doesn’t want to hang around.”omi was furious.

“Duke Zhou, I.”That maid suddenly stopped.

“Why don’t you leave?”



“Mr. Zhou, perhaps you’d better not go, I just came to call you, in fact, it wasn’t Miss who told me to
come, I took it upon myself to do so.In fact, Miss instead instructed me not to let you know about this
matter.”The maid said.

“Why can’t I know about it?”

“Mr. Zhou, that Zhuge Sun, he is the young master of a second class overlord family, our Star Clan
doesn’t dare to offend easily, that’s why, Zhuge Sun dares to act rashly in the Star Clan, if it’s one with
little power, he won’t even be able to enter the Star Clan’s gate.Miss Xing Luo was afraid of what
would happen if you knew about it, and specifically instructed me not to let you know, but, I, I couldn’t
bear for Miss to be bullied by that Zhuge Sun, and, ten days ago, I saw that you defeated Miss and were
stronger than Miss, so, I took it upon myself to come to you.Mr. Zhou, you should go back, I’m afraid
that Miss will scold me.”

omi snorted, “If you don’t let me know, then Zhuge Sun won’t eat Star Luo.”

omi quickly went to Star Luo’s residence.

Right now at Star Luo’s residence.

“Zhuge Sun, this is my Star Clan, I expect you not to be rude.”The Star Luo ninja said in anger.

A young man snorted, “Star Luo, I only chased you because I looked up to you, even if you don’t like me,
I chased you as a form of respect for you, and you, how dare you call me names like that.”

Star Luo said, “Okay, I apologize to you, I was just in a bad mood and said

Hard words, but you have to understand, I’m really fed up with you suitors.”

“Don’t bother explaining, don’t think I can’t hear you, you must have someone you like, otherwise, why
are you so resistant to the pursuit I just made, I also sent you flowers before, but you never had such a
tone today, even if you didn’t accept, you at least smiled and refused.”

Star Luo said, “You’re overthinking it.”

In fact, Zhuge Sun guessed correctly, in the past, Xing Luo didn’t have anyone she liked inside, so she
politely refused in the face of others’ pursuit, but this time, she had someone she liked, and it always
felt disgusting to have someone chasing her again, so she said it a bit harder.I didn’t expect to anger
Zhuge Sun, had I known that, Star Luo or as before, politely rejecting, also save so much trouble, this
person is a second class overlord family, really not good to offend, even if Star Clan Upper Immortal
Ancestor came, still have to look at Zhuge Clan’s face.

Zhuge Sun said loudly, “Tell me, who is the person you like?I want to know who he is, I’ve been chasing
you for so long, in my heart, I’ve already taken you as my wife, and now you’re telling me that there’s
someone you like, I’m not convinced, I want to know who he is.Don’t tell me it’s the number one
ranked Feng Yun Cai Tang, I don’t believe it.”

Star Luo said, “I really don’t have anyone I like.”

Xing Luo didn’t want Zhuge Sun to know that the person she liked was omi because she was afraid that
Zhuge Sun would find trouble with omi.omi was now all in the Star Clan hiding from the Plum Seed,
and couldn’t offend anyone anymore.Therefore, Star Luo couldn’t say anything and had just instructed
her maid not to let omi know about it.



Zhuge Sun coldly snorted, “Are you afraid that I will kill him?It seems that the person you like is
nothing more than that, ah, it’s surprising that you don’t even have the guts to expose yourself, this
kind of person is not worthy of you.So, I’m even more displeased, today, if you don’t tell me, I won’t
leave.Even if your family ancestor comes out to oust me, I won’t leave.”

“Zhuge Sun, don’t bully others too much.”

“Hmph, I just want to know who he is.”

“You.”

At this moment, omi was already not far away.

omi heard their conversation.

omi shouted from a distance, “It’s me, how.”

Star Roman looked towards omi and wondered how omi could suddenly come.

Zhuge Sun looked to omi and said, “You?Aren’t you the one, what’s the name of the week?I know you,
a few days ago, but you were very famous in the Upper Fellows Island.”

“Exactly, the person Star Luo likes is me, Zhuge Sun, please leave immediately.”

“Hahaha, what kind of thing are you.”Zhuge Sun was furious.

Star Luo shouted, “omi, what are you talking nonsense about, who likes you, leave.”

omi said, “Star Luo, there’s no need to be afraid to admit it in order to protect me, in my heart, you are
already my woman, I won’t let anyone bully you, what pig brother sun, cow brother moon, dare to bully
my woman, I will teach him how to behave.”

When Zhuge Sun saw how arrogant omi was, his face chilled, and he was about to take action when
Zhuge Sun suddenly discovered that Zhou Mi was also a pre-Mortal Immortal.

“You, how are you a mortal immortal?”Zhuge Sun’s face changed.

“What? I can’t hide my realm?”

“Very well, Zhou Mi, so that also saves Star Luo from saying that I’m bullying you.Your arrogance has
angered me, and today I must brutally beat you, and show Star Luo what it means to be unworthy.”
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